Pamet Harbor Commission minutes – February 19, 2022 -

Truro Town Hall, 3 pm

Present: Tim Silva, Eric Morea, Dave Crocker
Tony Jackett, Gary Sharpless, Sue Areson

Discussed harbor fee schedule after reviewing Provincetown and Wellfleet fee schedules. Fees have not been reviewed for four years. The following fees were suggested:

- Basin Mooring $385 (from $360) plus Waterway Fee, Resident $25, Non-resident $75
- Tidal Mooring $265 (from $240) plus Waterway Fee, Resident $25, Non-resident $75
- Unused Mooring-Rule 26 $205/month (from $180), plus Waterway Fee, Resident $25, Non-resident $75
- Small Boat Line $100 (from $90) plus Waterway Fee, Resident $25, Non-resident $75
- Seasonal Ramp $205 (from $180) plus Waterway Fee, Resident $25, Non-resident $75
- Daily Ramp $10 plus Waterway Fee, $10, both Resident and Non-Resident
- Kayak Rack $100 (from $90) plus Waterway Fee, Resident $10, Non-Resident $30
- Canoe/Kayak Seasonal Launch $40, plus Waterway Fee, Resident $10, Non-Resident $30
- Canoe/Kayak Daily Launch $7, plus $3 Waterway Fee
- Rental Mooring $30/day, plus $10 Waterway Fee

Commercial Hauler Seasonal $775
Commercial Hauler Daily $80

Seasonal Dingy Fee $40 (from $15)

Dave Crocker made a motion to accept the proposed fees, Eric Morea seconded, approved unanimously.

There was discussion of dredging. Currently we are allowed to dredge the approach channel until April 1, and the inner channel and basin until February 1. Tony sent a letter to the state asking to extend the allowable time for dredging the inner channel and basin. John Logan is conducting environmental sampling.
There was discussion on the use of bumpers on the floats vs. relying on rubrails on floats. Eric suggested Tony stock extra corner pieces for the rub rails.

Eric suggested DPW should repaint the arrow in parking lot entrance to indicate a right-hand turn is required when they reline the lot this spring, and possibly add other signage.

Reviewed the minutes from the January meeting we but did not have a quorum to vote on them as Eric wasn’t present for that meeting.

Adjourned shortly after 4 pm.

[Signature]
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